TEXAS ARMORING CORPORATION (TAC)
What goes into the materials and process of armoring a vehicle?
Leading the custom armoring industry for over 30 years, Texas Armoring Corporation (TAC) has been
armoring custom commercial vehicles for governments, corporations, high wealth individuals, NGOs and
Charities. In 2018 TAC opened its second armoring factory in order to meet its growing customer needs
and to triple its annual output of custom armored vehicles.
Our expansion plant in San Pedro Sula, Honduras (TAC Americas, Ltd.) is state of the art and fully
automated, allowing TAC/TACAM to produce large orders of vehicles at one time. Our technicians,
engineers, logistics personnel and employees are simply the finest trained and equipped in the industry.
SO WHY CHOOSE TAC? … BECAUSE OF OUR COMPETITIVE EDGE IN MATERIAL SELECTION AND
PRODUCTION METHODS!
ARMORING MATERIALS: While most armoring companies continue to use heavy, low-grade materials,
TAC/TACAM is always searching for the lightest and most advanced ballistic materials commercially
available.
GLASS: Our glass is stronger, better laminated, more consistent, and has better optical quality than our
competitors. It will stop more bullets, it will last longer without delamination (air bubbles or layer
separation), it will perform consistently in extreme climates, and it doesn’t distort like much of the
transparent armor available on the market. TAC/TACAM has spent the past three decades perfecting
the art of transparent armor and our glass features stricter tolerances and better curvature than the
vast majority of armored glass currently available. We’ve stressed tested thousands of pieces of glass
from throughout the world to find the finest transparent armor solutions, and we’ve partnered
exclusively with the world’s top aerospace and ballistic engineering companies to produce a specialized
glass-clad polycarbonate that is manufactured strictly to our standards. Every set of glass is custom built
and because our standards are so high, most glass producers will not build to our specs! They literally
cannot or will not meet the tolerances, and so we have limited our supply chain to a few elite partners.

Steel: Most companies use a crude AR500 mining steel (some even use mild steel) for their armoring
applications. To their credit, AR500 can have good ballistic properties when it’s rated at the proper
Brinell hardness, although it’s not actually designed to stop bullets. The problem with AR500 is that
since it’s an unregulated mining steel that is available from a multitude of suppliers (globally), the
quality and hardness are totally inconsistent. AR500 steel rated at a hardness of 480-490, might be
suitable for armoring vehicles, however, steel rated at a hardness of 420-470 may not defeat many
common, high-velocity munitions. The scary thing about AR500 is the hardness range and the variation
from the manufacturer. Simply put, because the tolerances are so loose, you never know what you’re
going to get. At Texas Armoring, our approach to steel is very different. Instead of AR500 we use a
specialized EVOshield 600T armor plate that has specific milling requirements and is designed to strict,
military-grade standards. In contrast to AR500, the Brinell hardness on our EVOshield 600T armor plate
starts at 570 and ranges to 640. This increased hardness allows us to use thinner, lighter steel plate that
meets and exceeds traditional armoring standards. In a typical T6 build (CENB6/NIJ III equivalent), we
will add approximately 1,200-1,500 lbs. to the vehicle. In contrast, many armoring companies will add
2,600 lbs. or more for the same level of protection.
The chemical composition on the EVOshield 600T armor plate is also enhanced so that it retains the
exact same ballistic property post fabrication (i.e., after the steel has been bent, welded, and gone
through our fabrication process). Because the ballistic properties of AR500 can change after being
heated, welded, or bent, it’s not an ideal choice for armoring. Some of our competitors have resorted to
using crude glues and industrial adhesives to avoid this problem. Imagine that? Gluing steel together?
In short, nothing is going to be as strong or as durable as a quality weld on quality material. We have
certified welders and inspectors on staff to check and verify each step in our fabrication process. Our
welds and our quality are absolutely unprecedented in our industry.
Composite: Texas Armoring pioneered the use of space-age composites and premium polyethylene
armors in handgun protection specifications – using steel at this protection level is archaic and
unnecessary. Top-tier materials like SpectraShield® and Dyneema® weigh approximately 66% less than
equivalent ballistic steel panels, and the use of these materials is why our vehicles weigh significantly
less than our competitors’. Producing lightweight armored vehicles enables them to last much longer,
escape an attack situation more quickly, and require far less maintenance and replacement parts than
their overweight industry counterparts. An extra 1,000 lbs. or more will take its toll on any vehicle over
time. Lighter, faster, stronger is more than a mantra here at TAC/TACAM— it’s something we strive for
each day. Composites are very expensive, but the benefits provided are irrefutably worth the additional
cost.
Aramid: Aramid fibers such as Kevlar® can be excellent, lightweight ballistic products if they meet
certain criteria. Most of the aramid fibers we see on the market sold in the form of generic, uncoated
ballistic panels—this is what many companies in our industry use (if they’re incorporating any
lightweight at all). Generic aramid armor is produced by a host of suppliers from all around the world—
much of it comes from China. While some of these aramid producers may sell a decent product, many of
them do not. One of the criticisms of aramid over the years is that it degrades over time (i.e., becomes
ineffective and will not stop “bullets”), especially when exposed to water or moisture. When aramid
becomes exposed to moisture, the tightly woven layers that have been pressed together will begin to
delaminate; as the delamination worsens, the tensile strength of the product drops exponentially. For

this reason, Texas Armoring/TAC Americas only purchases the world’s finest aramid fiber produced by
our TAC certified provider. All materials are made in the USA and certified to our various standards. We
also work with a specialized engineering house to press/ply the aramid panels and coat each layer with a
thin layer of rubber. This proprietary process makes our aramid armor panels extremely resistant to
moisture or water damage and allows them to last 2-3 times longer than our competitor’s products. In
order to further mitigate the risk of delamination, we also use aramid selectively in only certain parts of
the vehicle. The doors are avoided at all costs because they are highly susceptible to moisture. Areas
like the roof and floor are preferred as they’re sealed inside the body, where the panels can stay dry and
keep their ballistic properties intact. Ultimately, it’s a difference of choosing the right material, adapting
the material to our needs so that it’s safer and more resilient, and implementing the material in the
proper part of the vehicle. Surprisingly, we’re one of the only companies in our industry that does this.
Ballistic Nylon: Ballistic nylon is a thick, strong, synthetic, woven nylon fabric that is used for a variety of
commercial applications. The material was initially created and developed by a leading US corporation
to be used as a material for flak jackets to be worn by airmen during World War II. TAC sources only
extremely-high-quality ballistic nylon with a high-tenacity denier rating as raw material— from there, we
create custom nylon bomb blankets in house to help protect our clients against small explosions,
ricochets, and ballistic fragments. Our custom-made nylon blankets are produced in house, sewn
together with specialized thread, and then seared together for extra strength and reliability. While it
would be easier and less expensive to put steel or some other material in the floor of our vehicles, using
our proprietary bomb blankets helps to make our vehicles extremely lightweight. In addition, nylon is
better suited to protect occupants against a blast by absorbing more of the concussion wave—steel on
the other hand acts as a tuning fork. We strongly believe in using the right material for the right
application, and in this case, it makes all the difference in terms of weight, performance, and protection.
PRODUCTION: In addition to the materials, the process of retrofitting a passenger vehicle with armor
should not be overlooked, and this plays a crucial role in the final product. TAC/TACAM’s proprietary
armoring process maintains the aesthetics and original appearance of the vehicle on the interior and
exterior of the vehicle while providing a zero-gap armor system for the passengers.
Preproduction: Upon arrival at our facility, all vehicles are inspected to make sure there are no issues
with the OEM systems. If a fault is found, they will either be sent to the local dealership to resolve any
issues before production begins or our engineers will use the latest OEM diagnostic tools to resolve
minor issues before production. Next, the vehicle is covered in a protective body tape to prevent
scratches and dings during the build. All of the vehicle interior components are removed including, the
seats/upholstery, paneling, and firewall. Each component is carefully wrapped, labeled by stock number,
and stored for safe keeping.
Welding/Fabrication: The majority of armored vehicle manufacturers use a quick and sloppy process
when it comes to installing the opaque armor in the cabin area. Flat sheets of steel are welded on the
interior frame, swing doors or bulkheads added in the rear cargo area, and major modifications to the
OEM paneling is required for reassembly.
After creating custom stencils for each area to be armored, then begins the use of the latest in CNC
plasma-cutting technology. TAC/TACAM welding teams begin by cutting out all of the interior
frame/paneling, allowing the armor to be contoured against the interior skin. This process allows for a
better fit when the vehicle is reassembled later in the build, and also reduces rattling and other road
noise associated with when driving an up armored vehicle. All original pillars, posts, and panels retain

original mounting points wherever possible so that interior panels can be reinstalled with minimal
modification and/or trimming—this process enables the vehicle keep its factory appearance as closely
as possible on the interior and exterior, and aides our clients in keeping a very low profile.
Overlaps are fabricated and installed to provide coverage between door window frames and pillar
posts where armor cannot be retrofitted where they will later be wrapped in a matching OEM-style
material. Depending of level of armoring, for the roof and floor, a combination of Aramid panels and
ballistic nylon are used for blast/fragmentation and angle protection. These materials provide excellent
protection while keeping the vehicle from being too top heavy. (Note B7 level and higher require steel
roofs and floors).
Glass Installation: Once the vehicle has completed cabin armor, lightweight curved ballistic glass is
installed and reinforced into the window channels. Our ballistic glass feature OEM-style fit and paint
lines/patterns that are designed to be indistinguishable from the exterior of the vehicle. Optional TAC
designed and specified heavy duty window motors can also be installed to allow partial operation for
one or more doors as needed.
Paint and Body: During the conversion process, it is not uncommon that the vehicle will sustain minor
burns, scratches, or dings during the welding process. All vehicles will have these issues addressed in our
in-house paint and body shop so that the vehicle will leave in the condition it arrived.
Electrical: As automobile technology advances, more and more complex electronics are integrated into
vehicle systems. This critical phase can mean the difference between having a vehicle that runs properly,
and vehicle that suffers from outstanding codes due to incorrectly assembled electrical systems or
damaged computer modules/wiring harnesses and sensors.
Trim and reassembly: Once the vehicle completes the electrical production stage, our technicians begin
the meticulous process of trimming out the interior paneling to account for the armor modifications.
Fortunately, our method of contouring the armor against the sheet metal mitigates major alterations
and allows for an OEM appearance inside the passenger compartment.
Automotive/Mechanical: TAC/TACAM uses the lightest materials in the industry, but at the end of the
day, weight is weight. It is not uncommon for other manufactures to perform little to no upgrades to the
braking and suspensions systems.
Our focus is to provide our clients with protection in a vehicle that retains as much OEM performance as
possible. This means performing upgrades to the vehicle suspension and braking systems in order to
account for the extra weight added during the conversion. Suspension upgrades include shocks,
sway/torsion bars, or custom wound, heavy-duty springs which will level the vehicle at its OEM ride
height. Next, technicians will upgrade the braking systems with cross drilled and or drilled high-heat
rotors featuring custom ceramic brake pads. In most cases the brake line is also upgraded to ensure
that an even flow of brake fluid is applied each and every time the brakes are depressed.
Quality Assurance and Final Detail: All completed vehicles go through a detailed inspection process
prior to delivery, to ensure quality assurance and the high-end finishing for which TAC/TACAM is
recognized worldwide. Vehicles are test driven to confirm vehicle dynamics performance; for road/wind
noise issues and water tests for leaks are carried out in our specialized rain simulator. TAC/TACAM
installed electrical and armoring options are function tested along with a full paint and body inspection

to check for imperfections. The last and most important step of this process is to the send the vehicle to
complete a second and final diagnostics test to ensure that during reassembly no sensors or wiring were
damaged. This is to make sure that all of the OEM systems are working properly and the vehicle leaves
with a clean bill of health.
Remember: For 23 years, Our Founder and CEO, Trent Kimball, has said it best:

“Life is Valuable, Protect It!”
When you are ready to enter the armored vehicle market or expand and/or replace your armored
vehicle(s): Contact us at +1.210.333.0211/+504.9462.1794 or tacam@texasarmoring.com
tac@texasarmoring.com mark@texasarmoring.com
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